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Abstract
Nowadays identity recognition based on fingerprint has been received more and more
attention. And it has more and more been put into application. The matching method of
Fingerprint is the key of fingerprint recognition, so the quality matching method affects the
accuracy rate of recognition directly. Because of the translation and rotation of the
fingerprint, the coordinates of the same feature points can be different in two homologous
fingerprints. But the difference of distance and direction between the feature points and
center point cannot be changed, and the type of feature points also cannot be changed.
Based on this rule, I put forward a matching method which is base on the difference of
distance and direction between the feature points and center and the type of the feature
points. The experiments confirm the method can effective avoid the influence of translation
and rotation.
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1. Introduction
Traditionally, passwords and badges have been used to restrict access to secure systems. However, the
security systems can be easy got access when a password is deciphered or a badge is stolen. The
emergences of biometrics [1] solve the problems that exist in traditional verification methods.
Fingerprint is the most widely used verification method among biometrics because it is stability, safety
and easy to capture. Automatic fingerprint identification systems (AFIS) are in great demand. AFIS is
usually used in criminal identification but now it is more and more popular using in civilian applications
[2]. There are many fingerprint matching algorithms, some of them are based on graphs and images or
ridge structures [3]. But the most popular matching algorithm is based on the minutiae(ending points
and bifurcation) which is also used by the FBI because it is balancing robustness and effective. Basically,
an AFIS consists of three parts: preprocessing, feature extraction and matching. The preprocessing
include segmentation, enhancement, binarization and thinning. Here is a simple flow chart of an AFIS.
Most minutia-based matching algorithms [3-11] need to compute the rotation and translation
parameters to align the input image and the template image. This algorithm can acquire high matching
accuracy rate, however it is too difficult to compute the rotation and translation parameters, and
alignment consume a lot of time to. We present a novel matching algorithm that do not need to compute
the rotation and translation parameters and also do not need to align the input image and the template
image. Firstly we find out the center point of the fingerprint. The coordinate and orientation field of
same minutiae would be different in the input image and the template image because of translation and
rotation, but the distance between the center and minutia will equal in the input image and the template
image, and the difference of orientation field between the center and minutia will also equal in the input
image and the template image. We can calculate the score which is number of same minutiae existing
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between in the input image and the template image, then we can calculate a threshold through
experiment. If the score is greater than the threshold, it demonstrates that the input image and the
template image match, otherwise not match.
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Figure 1.A simple flow chart of an AFIS.

2. Fingerprint feature extraction
2.1 Minutiae extraction.
In this paper, the method of minutia is based on the template matching on the thinning fingerprint.
Firstly, we need to thin the fingerprint and build the 3×3 neighborhood of pixels as illustrated in Figure
2. P is the pixel under detection. P1 , P2 ,...P8 are the neighborhood of P. Cn(P) is the changing time of
neighborhood pixels’ gray value. The fingerprint is binary, so the gray value of pixels only can change
from 1 to 0 and 0 to 1. Sn(P) is the total number that the gray value of pixels are 1 in the neighborhood.
The Sn(P),Cn(P) are:
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If Cn(P)=2, Sn(P) =1, P is ending point ,as A illustrated in Figure 3 and the blue points in Figure 4.
If Cn(P)=4, Sn(P) =2, 3or 4, P is not minutia, as C1, C2 and C3 illustrated in Figure 3.
If Cn(P)=6, Sn(P) =3, P is bifurcation, as B illustrated in Figure 3 and the red points in Figure 4.
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Figure 2.The pixels neighborhood
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Figure 3. 3 type of minutiae
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Figure 4.Feature points of fingerprint
2.2 Orentation Of minutiae.
The orientation field reflects the information that fingerprint ridge goes and it also can reflect the texture
structure of fingerprint. The orientation field of minutiae can reflect the direction of fingerprint ridge
that the minutia lies on. Orientation field of minutiae reserves important information of the fingerprint.
The algorithm to calculate the orientation field of each minutiae are:
Get out the 8 neighborhood of minutiae: P1 , P2 ,...P8 , as illustrated in figure 2.
Using the sobel calculates the grads of minutia on x side and y side. Gx(u,v) represent the grads of
minutiae on x side and Gy(u,v) represent the grads of minutiae on y side.The sobel is:
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The method to calculate Gx(u,v) and Gy(u,v) are:
Gx  u,v   2(u，v  1)  (u 1，v  1)  (u  1，v  1)  2(u，v 1)  (u 1，v 1)  (u  1，v  1)
Gy  u,v   2(u 1，v)  (u 1，v  1)  (u 1，v 1)  2(u  1，v)  (u  1，v 1)  (u 1，v  1)

u and v are coordinates of the minutiae.
The formulas to calculate the orientation field of minutiae O  i, j  are:
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w xis 8 which represent the length of the neighborhood path.

3. Fingerprint matching
Let minutiae feature vector Vb={b1,b2,b3,…,bn} denote the template fingerprint and minutiae feature
vector Va={a1,a2,a3,…,an} denote the input fingerprint. an and bn consist of the coordinates , type
and orientation field of minutiae.
an  {xan , yan ,an , tan }
(6)
bn  {xbn , ybn ,bn }
(7)
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We select the point which has the minimum vertical coordinate when it has the biggest rotation angle as
the center point. The matching algorithm of template fingerprint and input fingerprint are:
Select a minutia a1 from the vector Va. Calculate the distance of a1 to the center of a.
ca  {xca , yca , ca} denote the center of a.
Da1  ( xca  xa1 )2  ( yca  ya1 )2

(8)

Calculate the orientation field difference of a1 and ca .

 a1  ca  a1
Calculate the distance of all the minutiae to the center of b.
Dbn  ( xcb  xbn )2  ( ycb  yan )2

(9)
(10)

Array Dbn according to the value of it.
Calculate the orientation field difference of all the minutiae to the center of b.
bn  cb  an

(11)

Find out the minutiae that they minutiae type are same as a1 from Vb. Match the distance of minutia to
center using bisection method. If there is a minutia render:
Da1  Dbn
(12)
a1  bn

(13)

The score plus one.
Repeat the method in step 3 to find out if there are minutiae in Vb can match the minutiae in Va except
a1 .
The score denote how many same minutiae existing between Va and Vb. Find out a threshold value
according to the experiments. If the score greater than threshold value, it denote matching, otherwise not
matching.

4. Conclusion
In the fingerprints, the situation may happen that the minutia from template fingerprint has same minutia
type, distance to center and difference of orientation field to center with input fingerprint when the two
fingerprints are not captured from the same finger. But this situation seldom happens. So it can avoid the
error matching when set reasonable threshold. We use matlab to implement our algorithm and the
fingerprint images are from the FVC2002. We finished 1000 times matching experiment. Each
matching cost 0.00127 second. We find that the scores are greater than 9 in the majority situation when
the two fingerprints are captured from the same finger, and the scores are less than 5 when the two
fingerprints are not captured from the same finger. The error matching rate is 12.3% when sets the
threshold to 5. The error matching rate is 6.5% when sets the threshold to 6. The error matching rate is
1.6% when sets the threshold to 7. The error matching rate is 2.8% when sets the threshold to 8. The
error matching rate is 5.2% when sets the threshold to 9. The error matching rate is 9.2% when sets the
threshold to 10. So we set the threshold to 7.
The experiment confirm that algorithm can effective avoid the influence of translation and rotation
when we set reasonable threshold. The algorithm is a easy and effective matching algorithm.
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